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gamic, that these subjects can neiong‘et be treated offiam’
gfiasw with the structural, if this latter £5 to he brcsught up
to the present state of knuwledge in a work of the scope
and design of’the author’s “ ’ ‘ext—Book.” This has deter—

mined Dr, Gray to enlarge the scope Of his work, t0
retain the authorship of (me volume, which is de~

vnted te Morphoingy, Taxnnemy, and Phytogtaphy,
rewriting these thtcughout, to assign anather upon
Vegetab‘ie Histology and thsiolegy to his colleague,
Pref. Goodall; a third, which wili be an Introc‘t ction to

Cryptogamhus Plants, to another colteague, Prof. Farlow ;

end to complete the series by a fourth, from his own pen,
on the Morphology and Classification 0f Fiowering Plants,
their Distribution, Products, 35C.

Thus, when complete; we shall have from the mast
eminent hote‘nica‘i prcsfessors in the Nc—W World as compre-
hensive an inttofluction tn the study cf the Vegetable King-
dom as the nineteenth century is likely to produce.
 

CH/[f BOOK Sfx’E/ZF

Lz'gflz‘ wzd Hmz; Me M‘amfitmtz'am 2‘0 am” 51972355 0f flag
Twc Opjfiasz'z‘e Farm: qf Attraction amz’ ,it’é‘f'li‘fiffflfi m
Ndfmwu By Capt“ W. Seatgwick, RE (London:
Hodgson and Son; 1880‘)

THE. reviewer who says what he thinks is scmetimes
thought unkind. The author’s: paradoxes require 110
commentary but themselves to be duly appraised. by
scientific readers”
“The explanation 0f the fact that a 5th of light is

seen aiike when pressure is applied to t e eutside (3f the
eye, and when a single ray of light passes into the eye, is
that the ray of light really makes itself manifest to out
senae of vision by exerting a pull upon the retina of the
eye . i . it follmzsrs3 of course, that light is a pulling 01‘ an
attractive force, and is therefore. opposed to heat, which,
as is; well known, is a pushing or repulsive force,”
(Pp. "I4 and :34)
“Eight consists of a large amount of the attractive

farce, mixed With a small amount of the repulsive farce.
Heat, on the other hand, consists f a Earge amount of
the repulsive, with a small amount of the attractive
force.” (R281)

“ W’e have in the growth of plants and trees 3. beautiful
exemplificatio-n 0f the actien of heat and light :12; expan—
sive and attractive forces. The young shoots are extended
by the expansive pcwet of heat, and then the attractive
power of light comes into play” . t . (P. 38.)

“ It may he objected. that gravity cannot he the same
force as light, because, if it were, it wouid he greater by
day than by night.” (P. 42,)

“' There is ample evidence 2111 abeut us; to testify to the
fact that light is an attractive force. Indeed we our”
swims émr‘wz’z‘mss to Mefacz‘ .5} vurfindmssfivrfirewants
am)? iilumz'nm‘zhm” . . . (P. 38.

“ Light. being the manifestation, in the free state, to
our senses of the attractive or cohesive force . , . the
fact that the pmdixction of light is made the first act in
the creation of the world, in the accaunt given us in the
Book of Genesis, heeemes intelligible.” (R 2.)

5‘ I ask for no other flavour, and for ma mercyu” (P. 3*)
‘We believe we have sufficiently complied With the

gallant captain’s request. S. P. T.

27w Lamz’amifiresfizmtw Skefls 0’ 3‘ (?.Bw'iitiyiz isles. By
Richard}; Rimmer, F.§...S. (London 3 David Begum,
2880.)

Tms unpretending anti we‘ilowritten volume is dedicated
to the artifiahs, With many 0f Wham, especially in the
Nerth of England, the subject is very popular. The
detiication is qualified; viz; “To these of my country—  

men among the working classes Who wisely employ their
leisure hams in the pursuit of useful and elevating know-
Eedgeq with the hope that others; among their ran 5 may
be induced to forsake the paths of pmfitless and degrading
dissipation.” 'Wiiliam Edward, the Banff shoemaker, is
(thanks to Me Smiles) a celebrated example of the more
intelligent werkmztn; and we know of others who, hmm-
ever, “carent vztte seem.” The book is very readable:
it gives an excellent account of the habits 0? our land and
£1 shweter mollusks, as we‘d. as of heir varioue .ahitats, “ind
it 25 not burdened with any synonymy or useless ahases.
It is four: ‘ed Ott )r. Gwa jeifreys’ “ British Conchology.”
But the present work has a drawback. Eight out of the
eleven plates give photographs of the shells; which are
produced by the “Alhertype” process; and the figures,
especially Of the smaller species, are so blurred or
smuégy as {‘0 be ahnest undistinguishahie. Piate X. is
very good, representing magnified views of the British
species of Verfz'ga There is a useful gleeearyg
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Nnvefi Celestial iject
THE search for planetary nebulae, described in NATURE,

v01. xxii. p. 327, was continued for several evenings without
reveafing any new abject, although ‘

  
  

 

it is eetimeteci mat he
spectra of about 100,000 stars were examihefl. On the evening
of August 28 an object entered the fiekj which presented a faint
continuous spectrum with a bright band near each end. Clouc‘ts
i'n erfered. and barely permitted an identification with Geltzen
1768?, ore. positionin 1880 ofR.A, 18h. 1m. 175., Dec. 21" I6’,

This object might be mistaken for a temporary star like t ‘21-:
in Corona in 1863, and the hands assumed. to correspond to the
hydrogen line: C and F. This v.:w is contraverteti hy the
permanency of the Object which was observed by Argeianoier in
£849, and at the Washington Observatory in 3848 and £849.,
In all these cases its magnitude was estimated as 8, or very
nearly its present brightness“ No variaticn 0? light Was detected
between Augt :t 23 and September 5:, The star Oeltzen 1754;8-
precedes it very hearty a minute, and is only four minutes lierth,
so that their light can he easily cempared. As they are neatly
eq_uai, a slight change would be uickly recognise .
A further examination of the spectrum showed that the less

refraugibie band. is near I), and the other between F anti Gr.
The images of bath, but particularly of the second, are much
elongated hy the prism, showing that they are bands, 21ml not
lines. The limits of wavelength of the first hand are approxi:
ittately 5,805.1 and 5,850 3 those of the second, 4,670 and 4,730.
A, band at 5,400 and some other fainter hands were also. sus~
pester}, but their existeuce is not certaim
The dismvety of this ohject greatly increases the difficulty of

distinguishing between a star and e. planetary nebula, If the
dial: is used as a test, the first object described in the papér re-
ferred to above might easily be taken for a star. If we define a
nebula. by its spectrum 05 bright lines 011 a faint continuum
spectrum, the object now under consideration becomes a neauia.
Whether it is a mass of incandescent: gas resembling a nebula in
character, but not in constitution, 01‘ whether it is a star with a
v at atmcsphere of inctndeseent gas of a, material not as yet
known tr: us, are questions which cannot yet be decided.

Cambridge, U.S., September 2 EDWARD C. FICKEBJNG

 

  

 

Experiments on the States cf Matter

THE exploration of the new region which I have lately opened.
up has led to so maay results with both scientific and, teehnical
hearings that I have been unable t0 ieave this city fur $0!er time
it) attend. any scientific meetings, and I wouid beg ieave, with
your kind permission, to make, through the medium of your
valuable columns, a few remarks on‘ some receht scientific work.
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